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ABSTRACT
Sarcasm detection from text has gained increasing attention. While
one thread of research has emphasized the importance of affec-
tive content in sarcasm detection, another avenue of research has
explored the effectiveness of word representations. In this paper,
we introduce a novel model for automated sarcasm detection in
text, called Affective Word Embeddings for Sarcasm (AWES), which
incorporates affective information into word representations. Ex-
tensive evaluation on sarcasm detection on six datasets across three
domains of text (tweets, reviews and forum posts) demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed model. The experimental results
indicate that while sentiment affective representations yield best
results on datasets comprising of short length text such as tweets,
richer representations derived from fine-grained emotions are more
suitable for detecting sarcasm from longer length documents such
as product reviews and discussion forum posts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sarcasm and irony 1 are a sophisticated form of symbolic or nonlit-
eral language use where one says or writes the opposite of what
they mean. Due to this intentional ambiguity, detecting sarcasm,
especially in written communication where the usual cues such as
the tone of voice or facial expression are unavailable, is a particu-
larly challenging task. Consider a few examples of sarcastic text
utterances presented in Table 1.

Extensive research in psychology points towards a strong cor-
relation between affect and sarcasm [3, 8], and while some recent
models of computational sarcasm detection [10, 12, 24, 26] incorpo-
rate affective features, the affective information is derived through
extensive feature engineering and limited-sized affective resources.

1In general, verbal irony is often called sarcasm, but in the absence of an agreement
among researchers (linguists, psychologists, computer scientists) on the formal defini-
tion and structure of sarcasm or irony [7], in this work, we treat sarcasm and irony as
similar concepts.
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(i) A little nervous to start school, 5 classes in one day should be fun...
(ii) Guess what they said??? we dont replace phones with “physical damage”
(iii) Good luck getting this on once you’ve filled it, and good luck filling it

Table 1: Examples of sarcastic text

Moreover, the distinct role of sentiment versus emotion spectrums
of affect remains unexplored.

While word representations trained from larger corpora of text
can overcome the issues of limited training data and manual feature
engineering, and provide a wider vocabulary coverage [9, 13], most
of these word embeddings have been obtained using only contextual
information, without incorporating any affective information.

In this paper, we seek to benefit from bridging the two avenues
of research (word representations and affective knowledge) for
detecting sarcasm. We propose Affective Word Embeddings for
Sarcasm (AWES), a framework for jointly modeling affective as well
as contextual information, in order to obtain affectively richer word
representations making them more suitable for detecting sarcasm
in text. We investigate the use of information stemming from two
different spectrums of affect: sentiment and emotion. The proposed
model projects words with similar affective orientations into neigh-
boring regions of the embedding space. In particular, to prepare
for training affective word embeddings, we use distant supervision
to automatically label two large corpora of product reviews with
(noisy) sentiment or emotion labels. Then, a Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) neural network model is trained
using one of the labeled corpora for incorporating affective and
contextual information into word representations, where the af-
fective knowledge is derived via the noisy affective labels, and the
sequences of words capture the contextual information.

The main contributions of our work include: (i) a framework
for learning two types of novel affective word representations2
(sentiment-aware and emotion-aware) for sarcasm detection; (ii)
an extensive evaluation on six benchmark sarcasm datasets across
three domains (tweets, product reviews and forum posts); (iii) a
novel finding that sentiment-aware representations are most effec-
tive for short text sarcasm detection and emotion-aware represen-
tations are most effective for detecting sarcasm in longer texts.

2 RELATEDWORK
Early work in sarcasm detection from text mainly relied on lexical
features such as n-grams [15, 16] and syntactic and pattern-based
features [4, 28]. Another popular thread of research in sarcasm
detection explores the role of affective knowledge, in the form of
binary sentiment categories [2, 12, 24] to more fine-grained cate-
gories of emotions [5, 10, 14, 23, 26], where the affective information
is derived from a handful of limited-sized lexicons which provide
limited vocabulary coverage through manual feature engineering
which requires considerable time and effort.

2https://www.dropbox.com/s/p46y3icr95b4rsh/awes_emo.txt?dl=0
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Thus, an alternative approach of inducing relevant features in-
volves exploiting text representations learned automatically via
neural network models, which help avoid the feature sparsity prob-
lem of discrete models [9, 13]. However, most of the existing text
representations are obtained using only contextual information,
without considering any affective information.

While one recent work [6] obtained word representations from
a corpus of noisy labels derived from emojis, our approach is sig-
nificantly different in several regards. Unlike their approach which
uses tweets data, we use multiple affect lexicons to automatically
label the data, which allows us to use a corpus of product reviews,
which do not usually have emojis but have richer content than
tweets. Moreover, while their model is evaluated only on datasets
of forum posts, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our affective
word representations through a variety of datasets generated from
three different domains including tweets, reviews as well as forum
posts. Lastly, our text representations learned from a much smaller
corpus of 200,000 reviews outperform their representations which
were derived from a corpus of 1.5 billion tweets.

3 AFFECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS FOR
SARCASM DETECTION

Figure 1 depicts an overview of the proposed framework: creating
weakly labeled data through distant supervision (§3.1), affective
word representation learning (§3.2) and sarcasm detection (§3.3).
3.1 Weakly Labeled Data
In order to learn affective word embeddings, we require a large
corpus of training instances (e.g., sentences or documents such as
reviews) along with their corresponding affective labels. Creating
large scale manually annotated affective datasets involves many
challenges [20]. Therefore, we leverage distant supervision, where
data is labeled automatically based on heuristics or rules, to create
large training datasets, albeit with noisy annotations.

3.1.1 Data. Our data is extracted from a corpus of Amazon
product reviews [17]. All the reviews are tokenized using NLTK
preserving punctuation as separate tokens, and reviews containing
less than 5 tokens are filtered out.

3.1.2 Affect Labeling. LetD =
{
d1,d2, ...,d |D |

}
denote the set of

unlabeled text documents. Given a documentd =
{
w1,w2, ...,w |d |

}
,

di ∈ D, consisting of a sequence of words, the goal is to compute
a corresponding affect label li ∈ L for di , where L denotes a pre-
defined finite set of discrete affect labels.

Primarily, there are two broad categories of affect: sentiment,
consisting of binary labels such as positive and negative, and emo-
tion, involving a more fine-grained spectrum of emotions such as
happiness, sadness, anger, and so on. In this work, we seek to assess
the effectiveness of both of these models of affect. Consequently, we
create two sets of annotated datasets, Dsenti and Demo , following
sentiment and emotion labeling, respectively. In the case of sen-
timent annotation, the set of labels Lsent = {positive,neдative},
|L| = 2, whereas, typically, emotion annotation assumes |L| > 2.

First, for eachwordwi ∈ d , an affect vector a (w) =
〈
a1,a2, ...,a |L |

〉
is computed, where aj indicates the intensity of an affect. Three
affect lexicons are leveraged for deriving affect knowledge and
computing a (w). (i) EmoLex [20]: For a given wordw , the lexicon
contains its binary association scores with positive and negative
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed framework

sentiment for calculating sentiment label, and scores correspond-
ing to the six categories of Ekman’s model for computing emotion
label. (ii) SentiWordNet (SWN) [1]: Unlike EmoLex, which only
marks binary association, the strength of the association in SWN is
between the range of 0 and 1. For a given word w , we extract its
corresponding sentiment association. (iii) WordNetAffect (WNA)
[25]: For each of Ekman’s six emotions emotion, WNA specifies
a list of words associated with that emotion. Here aj = 1 if w is
associated with emotion sj , and aj = 0 otherwise.

The affect vector of a document a (d) is then, the sum of the
affect vectors of all its words, a (d) =

∑
i a (wi ). If the document has

an association with at least one affect, i.e., ∃aj ∈ a (d) |aj > 0, then,
l = argmax a (d), where l ∈ L. In other words, documents assigned
zero affect score (i.e., neutral) are not considered. In case multiple
emotion labels have the maximum value, we randomly select one
emotion label from the set of labels with the maximum score.

For Dsenti , the sentiment labels are computed using EmoLex
and SWN, while, for Demo , the emotion labels are derived from
EmoLex and WNA. In order to mitigate some noise in noisy labels,
we constrain the labeling criteria such that only those documents
where the labels output by both the lexicons in each case agree,
are considered. For each of the datasets, a balanced set of training
instances is extracted, with an equal number of documents labeled
with each affect. Finally, Dsenti consists of 400k reviews with V =
445k, whereas Demo comprises of 216k reviews and V = 183k.

3.2 Learning Affective Word Representations
Recurrent neural networks such as LSTM can be effectively lever-
aged to obtain word representations, which are essentially the
weights of the connections between the input and the hidden lay-
ers. Since both left and right contexts of surrounding words can
contain useful contextual information, we consider a Bidirectional
LSTM (BLSTM) model [11], which captures the context information
(left-to-right as well as right-to-left sequence of words) by mod-
eling the long-range dependencies between the words of a text
document. The middle of Figure 1 shows an unfolded BLSTM for
an input sentence of 4 words. The embeddings are trained together
with LSTM for classifying a sentence into its sentiment/emotion
category, thus integrating affective information.

During the affective representation learning phase, first, all the
words of the input text document are converted to their vector
representation using an embedding matrix, which is sequentially
fed (left-to-right and right-to-left) to the Bidirectional LSTM model.
The outputs of the BLSTM are then flattened and connected to
the output layer which is used to predict the target label. The
objective function minimizes the loss between the predicted and
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true labels, and the training error derivatives are backpropagated
to the embeddings in the first layer during the training process.

Given a document d =
{
w1,w2, ...,w |d |

}
, where wi denotes a

word drawn from a vocabulary V , the goal is to learn an affective
word representation ei ∈ Rn forwi ∈ V . The full embeddingmatrix
is represented as E ∈ Rn×V , where V is the size of the vocabulary.
We initialize E with pre-trained word vectors from GloVe [22]. We
introduce two model architectures of AWES: one for capturing the
sentiment information along binary dimensions such as positive
and negative (AWES-senti), and the other for encoding a richer
spectrum of emotions (AWES-emo).

3.2.1 AWES-senti. Essentially, AWES-senti follows the single-
class setting, where an instance belongs to one of two classes (pos-
itive and negative). In other words, the target label y is binary
represented, where y = {0, 1}. To predict the sentiment label of the
input document, an output layer with a sigmoid activation function,
which squashes the inputs into a probability range of [0, 1] for every
class, is added to the last layer.

The loss objective over a batch ofm documents is calculated via
binomial cross-entropy, minimized as follows:

L = −
1
m

m∑
i=1

[
yi log

(
y′i

)
+ (1 − yi ) log

(
1 − y′i

) ]
(1)

where i denotes the ith training sample, y is the binary representa-
tion of true sentiment label, and y′ is the predicted probability.

3.2.2 AWES-emo. Assuming an emotion model of k classes,
AWES-emo considers the multi-class setting where an instance
can belong to one of the k emotion classes. Given an annotated
document with its associated emotion label, the target value y is
represented as a one-hot vector, where the values of all the indices
but one are 0, i.e., if a document di is labeled with emotion li , then:

yj =

{
1,
0,

if yj = li
otherwise

(2)

To predict the emotion label of the input document, an output
layer with a softmax activation function which gives a probability
distribution over the k classes is added on top of the hidden layer for
modeling multi-class probabilities. The softmax function converts
the classification result into label probabilities, i.e. y′t ∈ [0, 1]k .

The final training objective is to minimize the multinomial cross-
entropy loss of the predicted and the true label distributions in
order to fit the multi-class emotion labels, where the error is:

L = −
1
m

m∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

yi j log
(
y
′

i j

)
(3)

where i denotes the ith training sample, j denotes the jth class, y is
the true distribution, andy′ is the predicted probability distribution,
y′i j ∈ [0, 1] and

∑
j y

′
i j = 1.

3.3 Document Representation for Sarcasm
Detection

The purpose of our learning affective word embeddings is sarcasm
detection, i.e., to classify a piece of text (e.g., sentence or a para-
graph) as sarcasm or non-sarcasm. For such a purpose, we derive a
fixed size representation of a document by computing the element-
wise minimum, maximum and average along each dimension of
all the affective word vectors of all the words in the document.
In other words, the final size of document representation is 3 × n,

dataset domain sarcastic non-sarcastic total

SASI-TW tweets 73 107 180
RILOFF tweets 112 498 610
ELECT tweets 938 938 1876
SASI-AM reviews 67 113 180
FILATOVA reviews 437 437 874
IAC-SARC forum posts 1630 1630 3260

Table 2: Statistics of evaluation datasets.

where n is the size of word embedding. The intent is to capture the
sentiment/emotion variations in a document. Given a set of labeled
documents represented by such document vectors plus sarcasm
labels, a supervised learning method can be used to learn a sarcasm
detection model.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
The following six sarcasm datasets (summarized in Table 2) are
used for evaluating the proposed model. (i) SASI-AM [28] and (ii)
SASI-TW [4]: The SASI-Amazon (SASI-AM) dataset comprises of
180 sentences from Amazon product reviews annotated by three
annotators as sarcastic or non-sarcastic. Similar annotation scheme
was followed for creating SASI-Twitter (SASI-TW), a dataset of
180 tweets. (iii) RILOFF [24]: This dataset contains sarcasm anno-
tations for tweets. (iv) ELECT [19]: This dataset includes crowd-
sourced annotations of tweets pertaining to the 2012 US presidential
elections. We assume 938 tweets annotated as sarcasm to be sarcas-
tic, and extract 938 simple statements for denoting non-sarcastic
instances. (v) FILATOVA [7]: This consists of a corpus of reviews,
marked as sarcastic or not, using crowdsourcing. (vi) IAC-SARC
[21]: The sarcasm corpus v2 contains quote-response pairs from a
dataset of discussion forum posts. We extract 1,630 responses per
class (sarcastic and non-sarcastic).

4.2 Baselines
All the approaches are evaluated using 10-fold cross validation and
the results are reported in terms of macro-averaged F-measure over
the two classes, sarcasm and non-sarcasm. The l2-regularized logis-
tic regression model implemented in the scikit library is used for
classification. In particular, the following baselines are considered:
(i) n-grams: n-grams are one of the most effective features lever-
aged in sarcasm detection [15, 16]. We implement models exploiting
n-grams features including unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, indi-
cating the presence or absence of each n-grams. (ii) Riloff [24]:
We reimplement their rule-based algorithm where an instance is
labeled as sarcastic if it contains both a positive and a negative
sentiment term in any order. (iii) Joshi [13]: This baseline models
sarcasm as a discordance between semantic similarity, obtained via
word embeddings, i.e., unigrams, bigrams and trigrams features
[15] augmented with similarity features computed from word2vec
word vectors [18]. (iv) Word vectors: Another relevant baseline
compares contextual word vectors including GloVe [22] trained
on a corpus of 42B words from Common Crawl, and word2vec
[18] CBOW model trained on 100B words of Google news data, as
well as affective word vectors including Sentiment SpecificWord
Embeddings (SSWE) [27] unified model trained on a corpus of
10M tweets, and DeepMoji [6] vectors from 1.5B tweets.
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method short text long text average
SasiTW Riloff Elect SasiAM Filatova IAC short long all

n-grams 0.58 0.54 0.59 0.50 0.67 0.62 0.57 0.60 0.58
Riloff [24] 0.54 0.63 0.48 0.50 0.46 0.43 0.55 0.46 0.51
Joshi [13] 0.58 0.57 0.61 0.52 0.67 0.64 0.59 0.61 0.60
GloVe [22] 0.54 0.75 0.60 0.60 0.72 0.69 0.63 0.67 0.65
word2vec [18] 0.52 0.73 0.60 0.59 0.72 0.70 0.62 0.67 0.64
SSWE [27] 0.59 0.63 0.59 0.57 0.66 0.67 0.60 0.63 0.62
DeepMoji [6] 0.53 0.64 0.60 0.65 0.71 0.71 0.59 0.69 0.64
AWES-senti 0.57 0.76 0.62 0.61 0.74 0.70 0.65 0.68 0.67
AWES-emo 0.55 0.76 0.61 0.64 0.74 0.70 0.64 0.69 0.67

Table 3: Results (macro F-measure) of sarcasm detection across six datasets.

4.3 Results
The main experimental results summarized in Table 3 indicate a
few general observations such as n-grams features and all the word
vectors methods perform better on long text documents than on
short texts, and, on average across all the six datasets, our proposed
model (AWES) outperforms all the other baselines.

In order to assess the effectiveness of our proposed approach,
we compare the results of AWES against those of four pre-trained
word embeddings (GloVe, word2vec, SSWE and DeepMoji). On
average, AWES-senti achieves the overall best result on short text
documents, while AWES-emo (along with DeepMoji) obtains the
best result on long text documents. However, we observe that, on
average, the performance of DeepMoji word vectors is worse than
all the other word embeddings on short text documents, and while
SSWE obtains the highest score on SASI-TW, it falls short on all
the remaining five datasets. On the other hand, AWES performs
consistently well on both short and long text domains.

One of the most interesting observations of this study, however,
is as follows: while both DeepMoji and SSWE were trained on
short text data (tweets), their performance is strikingly different.
DeepMoji, trained on a set of emojis performs better on long text
documents, whereas, SSWE, trained on binary sentiment categories
is better on short texts. This observation is in line with the perfor-
mance of AWES, where AWES-senti obtains the best average score
on short texts, while AWES-emo achieves the best average score on
long texts. In summary, the results suggest that the choice of affect
model used to train the word vectors (sentiment versus emotion)
is a more distinctive factor than the domain of training data, and,
allow us to conclude, albeit counterintuitively to a certain extent,
that richer models of emotions do not always lead to additional
gains, and that “simpler” models of affect along the axes of positive
and negative sentiment are actually better for short text domains.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a novel method for detecting sarcasm
in text by leveraging affective word representations obtained from
weakly labeled data. In particular, it was observed that sentiment
affective word representations are more suitable for short text doc-
uments such as tweets, whereas emotion word representations
benefit sarcasm detection in long documents such as product re-
views and discussion posts.
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